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Galesburg Public Library Book Club Kits
Book club kits contain 5 to 20 copies of a book and a set of discussion questions.
One member of a private book club can check out the kit, distribute books to the club members,
collect the books after discussion, and return the kit to the library. This is an easy way for a book
club to find enough copies of a book for everyone in the club. The kits check out for six weeks.
If you have a book club kit title to suggest, please speak to a Reference librarian.
New kits are added twice a year.
***

Always the Young Strangers by Carl Sandburg. Sandburg’s touching memoir about growing
up in Galesburg. Related DVD: Boyhood on the Prairie or A Visit with Carl Sandburg.
Are You Sleeping by Kathleen Barber. An inventive and twisty psychological thriller
about a mega-hit podcast that reopens a murder case—and threatens to unravel the carefully
constructed life of the victim’s daughter. Author Kathleen Barber is a Galesburg native.
Soon to be a TV series.
Becoming by Michelle Obama. In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has
emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling women of our era. With honesty and wit, she describes
her triumphs and her disappointments, both public and private. Related DVD: Southside With You.
Big Little Lies by Liane Moriarty. This brilliant take on ex-husbands and second wives,
mothers and daughters, schoolyard scandal, and the dangerous little lies we tell ourselves just
to survive follows three mothers, each at a crossroads. Now an HBO series!
The Book Thief by Markus Zusak. A foster child in Nazi Germany shares her stolen
books with her neighbors, her foster parents, and the Jew hidden in their basement.
Related DVD: The Book Thief.
The Circle by Dave Eggers. A woman hired by a powerful internet company is pulled
ever deeper into social media in this suspenseful thriller. Related DVD: The Circle.
Crazy Rich Asians by Kevin Kwan. This over-the-top, modern-day romantic comedy of manners
captures a world of unimaginable wealth and unrestrained consumption. Related DVD: Crazy Rich Asians.
Educated by Tara Westover. A memoir that traces the author's experiences as a child born to
survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, describing her participation in her family's paranoid
stockpiling activities and her resolve to educate herself well enough to earn acceptance into a
prestigious university and the unfamiliar world beyond.
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Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close by Jonathan Safran Foer. Nine-year-old Oskar
embarks on a mission to find the lock that matches a mysterious key that belonged to his father,
who died in the World Trade Center on 9/11. Related DVD: Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close.
*NEW* Good Omens by Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett. A comic novel featuring an
angel and a demon who’ve grown comfortable on earth and try to stop the coming apocalypse.
A popular Amazon mini-series starring David Tennant and Michael Sheen aired in 2019.
The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Society by Mary Ann Shaffer. Juliet Ashton
receives a letter from a stranger, a member of the Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society.
So begins a remarkable tale of Guernsey during the German occupation. Now a Netflix movie.
The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas. Teen Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor
neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends.
The uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of
her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer. Related DVD: The Hate U Give.
Hidden Figures by Margot Lee Shetterly. The phenomenal true story of the black female
mathematicians at NASA whose calculations helped fuel some of America’s greatest achievements
in space. Related DVD: Hidden Figures.
The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins. In a ravaged future North America, teenagers
are forced to fight to death on a televised show. Related DVD: The Hunger Games.
In the Heart of the Sea by Nathaniel Philbrick. The true story that inspired Herman
Melville’s Moby-Dick. Related DVD: In the Heart of the Sea.
The Light Between Oceans by M.L. Stedman. An Australian lighthouse keeper
and his wife find a boat bearing a dead man and a living baby and decide to keep the
baby despite the husband’s misgivings. Related DVD: The Light Between Oceans.
*NEW* Little Fires Everywhere by Celeste Ng. A riveting story that traces the intertwined fates of
the picture-perfect Richardson family and the enigmatic mother and daughter who upend their lives.
A mini-series is scheduled to premiere on Hulu in 2020.
Little Heathens by Mildred Armstrong Kalish. One woman’s memories of growing up in
Iowa during the Great Depression. Related DVD: The People in the Pictures: Stories from
the Wettach Farm Photos.
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Lone Wolf by Jodi Picoult. A novel that looks at the intersection between medical science and
moral choices, as siblings disagree over whether to keep their comatose father on life support.
A Long Way from Chicago by Richard Peck. Warm, humorous fiction about two young
siblings from Chicago spending summers from 1929-1942 with their unforgettable grandmother
in central Illinois. Author Peck grew up in Decatur, Illinois.
Major Pettigrew's Last Stand by Helen Simonson. Major Ernest Pettigrew, honor-bound
Englishman and widower, falls for Mrs. Jasmina Ali, the Pakistani shopkeeper in their village.
Me Before You by Jojo Moyes. A girl with an ordinary life is hired as the caretaker for a
thrill-seeking former executive now paralyzed after an accident. Related DVD: Me Before You.
Milk and Honey by Rupi Kaur. A collection of poetry and prose about survival and the
experience of violence, abuse, love, loss, and femininity. Readers journey through the bitter and
the sweet moments in life.
The Mountain Between Us by Charles Martin. Two strangers survive a plane crash and
find themselves stranded in remote wilderness in the dead of winter, injured and miles from
civilization. Their reliance on each other sparks an immediate connection, which soon evolves
into something more. Related DVD: The Mountain Between Us.
Ready Player One by Ernest Cline. A futuristic look back at the 1980s set in 2044 and
featuring a contest to win a fortune by finding clues and solving puzzles inside a virtual reality
called the OASIS. Related DVD: Ready Player One.
Sharp Objects by Gillian Flynn. A second-rate reporter for a fourth-rate newspaper returns to
her hometown in search of a breakout story about a murderer targeting young girls in gruesome
fashion. Now an HBO mini series.
Twelve Years a Slave by Solomon Northup. Memoir of a black man who was born free
in New York State but was kidnapped, sold into slavery and kept in bondage for 12 years
in Louisiana. Related DVD: Twelve Years a Slave.
An Unsuitable Job for a Woman by P.D. James. 1972 English mystery featuring private detective
Cordelia Gray. Related DVD: Mystery: An Unsuitable Job for a Woman.
The Vow by Kim and Krickitt Carpenter. Tells the true story of a couple in a car accident that
left the wife with no memory of their marriage. Related DVD: The Vow.
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